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Leaner. Greener.   

Save money on energy and achieve sustainability goals.
Edison Energy provides an energy analysis from a systems perspective, 
makes recommendations and helps you implement them to reduce 
energy spend, improve sustainability and gain energy resiliency. Our team 
can work on an individual system, a whole building or across a national 
footprint of facilities.

Features
Evaluate and execute: We start by analyzing your system(s) and detailing 
Energy Conservations Measures (ECMs) in order to create your Master 
Energy Plan and Realization Roadmap™ with our recommendations.  

Quick-payback focus: Certain improvements, such as retro-commissioning 
and lighting, return your investment quickly and are a good place to start. 
Taking advantage of these low-cost, high energy-saving opportunities can 
often offset higher-cost items such as HVAC and Combined Heat and Power 
(CHP) opportunities.

Flexibility: While we usually conduct a whole-facility energy audit to create 
a baseline and identify opportunities, we can focus on specific systems/
aspects per your request. We can even develop a national program to 
evaluate your facilities prioritized by energy savings opportunities driven by 
usage and bill data and our market and regulatory insights.

Useful-life evaluation: We will determine if repairs can or should be made 
to bring older equipment to higher performance levels based on estimated 
life, current performance and maintenance history.

Flexible structures: We can ensure financing and operational management 
of your project.

Comprehensive: Unlike others who provide only one specific solution, we 
look across your entire energy spend. We evaluate lighting, HVAC, your 
process equipment—whatever is consuming energy—and prioritize them in 
a menu format, based on payback and return on investment. 

Multi-factor analysis: No matter how seemingly minor the retro-fit is, we 
consider all the variables, including capital expenditure and operating 
costs, carbon impact, your goals and equipment compatibility with other 
systems or equipment.

Benefits
Energy savings: Lower energy 
usage delivers lower utility costs

Committed outcomes:  
Guaranteed outcomes that focus 
on cost savings, environmental 
performance and reliability

Achieve sustainability goals: 
More readily hit corporate 
sustainability objectives and 
regulatory compliance mandates

More strategic spending: 
Smarter CapEx and OpEx 
decisions as a result of our 
recommendations

Reduced O&M: Refurbished and 
retro-fitted equipment require 
less maintenance, fewer parts 
and last longer

Facility Performance 
Optimization: Better air 
quality and temperature 
control improves the overall 
work environment, which 
has been shown to improve 
employee productivity

Energy Retro-fits



Edison Energy is an independent energy advisory and solutions integration company with the capabilities to develop and 
integrate an array of energy solutions across supply and demand for the largest energy users nationwide. We work at the 
intersection of technology, policy, engineering, business and environmental objectives to enable clients to take full advantage  
of the value available to them in the energy marketplace today—and in the future.   |   EdisonEnergy.com
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CASE STUDY: 

Washington & Lee 
University, Lexington, VA

Energy Retro-fits is just one of the many solutions Edison Energy offers to benefit your organization.  
Contact us today at: 949-491-1633 or information@EdisonEnergy.com

Full-spectrum services: Even before any retro-fits, we offer additional 
services that help clarify your energy usage including utility bill analysis, 
energy usage indexing, energy modeling, facility monitoring and 
equipment screening.

Financing: Financing solutions—with options such as no upfront capital 
costs—help you get the improvements you need cost-efficiently.

Implementation: Our engineering team designs and implements 
the installation—making our service fully turnkey from 
conception to completion.

What Makes Us Different?

Full service: We cover all areas of energy—supply side, demand side, 
renewables, demand response and CHP. We conceptualize, design, 
develop, finance, install, commission, measure, verify and operate all 
proposed Energy Efficiency Measures.

Independent: We don’t 
manufacture products so we 
are entirely independent, and 
offer best-in-class options for 
you, regardless of the source.

Certified: We’re one of just 
22 companies to earn both 
commissioning and retro-
commissioning certification by 
the National Environmental 
Balancing Bureau (NEBB).*

Experienced: Our staff has 
over 100 years of combined experience and have completed hundreds 
of projects. We also staff and train our own Testing, Adjusting and 
Balancing (TAB) team. 

Scope:
Develop a comprehensive 
Energy Master Plan to guide 
the University’s strategic and 
tactical efforts to meet the goals 
and objectives established in 
its Climate Action Plan. Goals: 
reduce current annual energy cost 
by $1,000,000 by 2011, reduce 
energy use per square foot of 25% 
by 2013, and establish climate 
neutrality by 2050. 

Results:
 » Identified 64 energy 
conservation measures
 » 25% energy reduction overall

Customer Value:
 » Over $4 million in annual  
cost savings  * Certifications are held by ENERActive Solutions, an EDISON ENERGY® Company
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